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About This Game

Your goal in Woodlands is solely to survive. To survive you will need to be able to provide yourself with food, water, and
anything else you feel you need to comfortably live in the conditions you are surrounded by. Build a fire, a shelter, kill enemies

around the woods trying to kill you and collect their meat and bones, hunt animals for food. Craft new things from the items you
have scavenged and killed to Protect yourself and survive to your needs.

Just survive.

*This game is in early access. What is seen right now should not be a representation of what the final product may look like.
Purchase if you are okay with what is included in the current build and are okay with having features added continuously and if

you are interested in playing an unfinished product as it updates towards the full released product.
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I was a massive Arkanoid fan\/fanatic on the Amiga, as well being heavily into the demo scene.. This game seems to merge the
two together nicely. As already mentioned, this game is perfect for room scale VR on the Vive. But having to constantly hold
down the grip buttons to use the paddles, wtf? Constant vibration of the Vive controllers, wtf? Vive controllers feels too much
like an afterthought. It is so close to being absolutely perfect I'm about to strangle myself. Will have to relectantly put this aside
for now and hope an update or a fix is on its way. I recommend following but not buying this game right now.. The gameplay is
smooth, but IMO a bit too slow and simple. Giving the field units some sort of power up, or ability would have drastically
changed the feel of the game. As is it wasnt so slow that I couldn't finish it. For the casual stradigy player this might be a decent
fit.. i love this game but its kinda annoying that its stuck at the loading screen

if anyone knows how to fix this please tell me in comments. In my opinion this is the best route so far released for TS.Variety of
routes and rolling stock and motive power. Also a variety of types of scenario particuarly the dozens available on workshop
which of course are free.However i do have 1 gripe and that is no map provided in the manual.This is a minor item in some
routes but for a network such as this i would think it would be useful for anyone who wants to get the most out of the route.Yes i
know about the 9 key but i think a map that you can print out of the manual would be very helpful in any network route. Still
love it though. It functions fine and all, but there are so many modern pinball games that have tons of extra bells and whistles.
There's just not a lot of substance to keep someone engaged. If you're a huge fan of the franchise, then it might be worth a look,
but otherwise, pass on this one.. This game is by far the worst setup then the Nintendo version and you would be wasting money
on this and all the dlc it includes I strongly recommed avoiding this game.. This is an awesome game. I love it.
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playing this game at first wasnt so great but seeing the updates and how different the game looks, and feels it is the best being
made by one person so i definietly recommend this game to people who like games like this the new update gets me hooked and
makes me wanna play for hours very good game goodjob CJ!!!!. Easily the best 10 cents I have ever spent.
I got the price down to 10 cents via a coupon earned from forming a badge from Steam cards.
I earned that 10 cents by selling Steam trading cards, and I made I believe 6 cents off of cards from this game. So really this
only cost me 4 cents. Ah, trading cards.
Anyway.
This is a highly enjoyable and simple game (with nice achievements for your profile) IF you can stand the non-rebindable
controls. I tried this game with keyboard and it didn't go very well, so I quickly switched to controller, which works like a
charm.. The pistol is one of the best in the game. Before I Got This, I Was Searching For a Way to Get Live Desktop
Backgrounds On Windows 10 But It Didn't Work. I Saw On Youtube that Someone Got This on Windows 10 and it Worked! I
Got Myself a Gift Card and Brought This, but I Have to Tell You, This is Incredible! The Best £2 Every Spent. I Would
Definitely Recomend this To You.

EDIT:
I Realized that some Wallpapers Have Music, But For Some Reason I Cannot Hear It. I Created My Own WallPaper with
Music, and I Can Hear it. I Do Not Understand How I Cannot Hear The Music on Other Peoples WallPapers, I Have Tried
Changing the Settings a Bit But Nothing Changes.. THE EYE CAN SEEEEEEEEEEEE. Okay, I have to say this is one of
the most fun games I've played for 5 dollars EVER.

I literally have 9 hours and some change on it, all from today.

I couldn't put it down!

As others mentioned it's like Stardew Valley and Pokemon.

You have to find these runes to summon eggs which turn into monsters you can put in your party, You start out able to
have two others and your hero. Then you get up to three others to make yourself a four person party.

I feel like I've hardly scratched the surface of this game and I've been playing it for 9 hours.

I do wish they had all the different crafting areas in your farm, because you can find a ring to teleport you back there
from anywhere and then you have to run across town to find an alchemist. But that's a small complaint really.

If you like Stardew Valley and old school RPG type games where you pick attack, magic, items or defend, similiar to
old school Final Fantasy, this is a bargain!. Didn't work on old computer, doesn't work on new computer.

don't waste your money.

just for a bit more detail. after installing, you run the video tests and they pass just fine. run the game however and it's
nothing but the left half of the screen showing garbled imagery.. A decent point-and-click treasure hunting game.
ROUTE
+
Scenery
Overhead
Signals
Textures
Price
the make a small update with the Marseille Avignon part
vegetaion

-
few of the reality appropriate buildings in Lyon

Train (TGV Duplex) --- They dont update the old one
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+
Sound (Engine)
Textures

-
Sound (carriages) -- very bad -> Soundupdate - railsim.fr
acceleration

brakes (Im not sure if it corresponds to the reality, but its very hat to brake with this train on the LGV part)
wrong 1.5kv pantograph (reality: first + fourth | ts: second and third)

summarized, it is worthwhile to buy this route

I would be wery glad if they update the 1.5v pantographs, because it wouldn\u00b4t be so difficult

Im sorry if i did some grammatical mistakes

Steam key requests:
Since the release of Woodlands, many people - including press, YouTubers, etc - have been sending us emails regarding keys,
requesting for Steam keys in return for promoting.

Our response: The best way to go about retreiving a copy of Woodlands is to purchase it on the Steam store page. Some
exceptions will be made to youtubers, streamers, etc.. this will depend on how big of a following you have.

If you wish to buy a bulk/ bundle of keys for the game, you can send us an email and we can (depending on how many) perhaps
give a discounted price on the keys.

Hopefully people will understand that keys will not just be given out. We only feel the need to create this announcement as so
many people request keys daily.

On a side note, an update will be coming soon, finally including a save/ load system!

Thanks,
~ Acuze Team. Woodlands UPDATE 0.2!:
Hey survivors! Today we have taken a small step into the progression of Woodlands. We know an update has been long awaited,
but today is the day!

PATCH NOTES:. Woodlands!:
Woodlands is now available on Steam!

Please note:
• An update will be made later today with a larger updated map and less materials started off with. The first hours are just for
you to test the current features in game.
• Woodlands is planned to change dramatically with your suggestions and new models by the time we move out of Early Access.
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